Program : Power of play
Sahaj Natural Learning Centre’s “Power of Play'' program is designed for a mixed age group of
children in the age group of 2.5 year olds to 6 year olds. To our mind, “Power of Play”program is
the first of it’s kind program in India, one that starts from the premise that children learn best
when they learn joyfully in an environment where they “freely” become their own selves.
It is best suited for families who wish to offer a strong foundation to children in formative years,
so that children reach their full potential and henceforth children get a headstart for life rather
than just prepare for a life next year.
Playdays- Monday to Friday
Timings- 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Max number of children for this program - 12
Sahaj is a community of families and parents are encouraged to1. Participate in keeping the campus clean
2. Learn respectful communication tools
3. Attend once a week parent circle to learn about the neurological impact of PLAY on the
body and brain of children
4. To volunteer to support the centre for different areas- library, purchases, housekeeping,
accounts, store management, website management.

ContributionWe suggest families to contribute in a descending order every year. The suggested contribution
for the first year, second year, third year is Rs. 75,000, Rs. 62,000 and Rs. 56,000 respectively.
Financial contribution is decided as per the needs of the centre.
However, the post-COVID situation might have shifted the financial position for many families.
We work closely with families to understand their comfort level in contributing and families
can request for a scholarship for upto 50 percent of the suggested contribution or defer the
contribution time-lines, provided there is a genuine need We can work closely to decide what
works in the best interest of the centre and families. For us, it is only vital to connect with
families who wish to give their children the valuable lessons that come out of child-led PLAY.

